Modeling hydrodynamic self-propulsion with Stokesian Dynamics. Or teaching Stokesian Dynamics to swim
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We develop a general framework for modeling the hydrodynamic self-propulsion (i.e., swimming) of bodies (e.g., microorganisms) at low Reynolds number via Stokesian Dynamics simulations. The swimming body is composed of many spherical particles constrained to form an assembly that deforms via relative motion of its constituent particles. The resistance tensor describing the hydrodynamic interactions among the individual particles maps directly onto that for the assembly. Specifying a particular swimming gait and imposing the condition that the swimming body is force- and torque-free determine the propulsive speed. The body’s translational and rotational velocities computed via this methodology are identical in form to that from the classical theory for the swimming of arbitrary bodies at low Reynolds number. We illustrate the generality of the method through simulations of a wide array of swimming bodies: pushers and pullers, spinners, the Taylor/Purcell swimming toroid, Taylor’s helical swimmer, Purcell’s three-link swimmer, and an amoeba-like body undergoing large-scale deformation. An open source code is a part of the supplementary material and can be used to simulate the swimming of a body with arbitrary geometry and swimming gait. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3594790]

I. INTRODUCTION

Self-propulsion is a core feature of virtually all complex life forms. For something so ubiquitous, it can be surprisingly counter-intuitive. By both number and weight, microorganisms constitute the bulk of animal-like creatures (and all life for that matter). However, unlike an Olympic swimmer who generates propulsive force by accelerating the fluid around him, an animalcule must rely solely on the action of viscosity. Because they are typically micron-sized and aquatic, the forces microorganisms exert on their surroundings are too weak to generate inertia in the fluid. Any inertia produced in the fluid decays so quickly in time that it is irrelevant. This may be expressed formally in terms of a Reynolds number that is small (Re = dUL/η ≪ 1, where d is the fluid density, U is the characteristic fluid velocity, L is a characteristic length scale, and η is the fluid viscosity). The Reynolds number can also be thought of as the ratio of the rate of work done on the fluid to the rate at which viscosity dissipates that energy input. In the limit of zero Reynolds number (the appropriate limit for animalcules), work done on the fluid is instantaneously transformed into heat through viscous dissipation. Under that same condition, the force the fluid exerts on a microscopic, self-propelled body is identically zero. There is no force and yet it moves.

Though, the same is true of a car when traveling at a constant speed, for instance. The car is not accelerating, so the frictional forces on it due to the tires pushing against the pavement and the air flowing around it sum to zero. From that perspective, the microorganism is not in equilibrium as we might have suspected, but rather the fluid around it is at steady-state. Just as the action of the tires on the pavement can maintain the car’s speed by balancing with the drag due to the air, the animalcule may employ whatever instruments it possesses to deform (just as a tire spins in a wheel well) thus propelling itself. Therefore, the details of these deformation mechanisms are critical for understanding the self-propulsion of microorganisms. These mechanisms fall into three classes: ciliates, which beat many small flagella cooperatively; flagellates, which articulate a single flagellum or bundle of flagella; and amoebas, which deform their entire body. While the mechanical action of the body with the surrounding fluid—low-Reynolds-number hydrodynamics—serves to explain the motion of each, a universal and detailed analysis of all three is difficult.

The methods employed in modeling a self-propelled body at low Reynolds number typically rely on the boundary-integral formulation for Stokes flow. Regardless of the method, the formulation of the problem is almost always the same: the details of how the body is deforming as part of a “stroke” are the customary input from which the mean translational and rotational motions of the body are predicted. The mean motion of the body is calculated by integrating the effect of the deformation on the surface force density over the entire swimmer’s surface using a numerical mesh. Analytical simplifications to the latter process are possible for very slender or nearly spherical bodies. It is these simplifications that we leverage to achieve a general technique for modeling swimming animalcules.

We “discretize” the surface of the self-propelled body with an array of spheres. At low Reynolds number, the hydrodynamic interactions among many spheres are well understood. In fact, Stokesian Dynamics is a nonpareil...
technique for computing the hydrodynamic forces on a set of moving spherical particles accurately and quickly.\textsuperscript{13} By representing the surface of the swimmer as an array of spheres, we approximate the hydrodynamic interactions between different elements of the surface. Taking the limit that the number of spheres is infinite is equivalent to a restatement of the boundary-integral formulation for Stokes flow.

Of course, the spheres comprising the surface are not free to move independently. Instead, they are constrained as an assembly and move in a prescribed fashion which is different elements of the surface. Taking the limit that the number of spheres is infinite is equivalent to a restatement of the boundary-integral formulation for Stokes flow.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the classical expression for the swimming velocity of a hydrodynamically self-propelled body is presented. In Sec. III, the hydrodynamic interactions among microscopic bodies are detailed. This leads to a discussion of Stokesian Dynamics in Sec. IV. We discuss how the spherical particles may be constrained through internal forces as an assembly in Sec. V. The hydrodynamics and rigid-body mechanics are combined in Sec. VI to create swimming bodies from spherical particles. Section VII provides many examples to illustrate the application and effectiveness of our approach, and Sec. VIII discusses possible extensions, including situations in which the “internal” constraint forces are activated to derive the kinematics of the swimming gait rather than the gait being imposed.

The intention behind this paper and the method described herein is to alleviate the need to construct novel, sophisticated, or involved analyses to solve the Stokes equations, in order to determine the swimming speed of each new, self-propelled, low-Reynolds-number body. Rather, through this unified approach to resolving the hydrodynamics, the hope is that the biophysics—the mechanics, organizing principles and broader implications of life at low Reynolds numbers—is uncovered more easily and completely. Consequently, the supplementary material associated with this article includes a computer code capable of modeling a single self-propelled body in the limit of zero Reynolds number and in the fashion described in the succeeding text.\textsuperscript{17}

II. THE HYDRODYNAMICS OF SELF-PROPELLED MICROORGANISMS

A swimming microorganism moves through a fluid such that the velocity of the fluid at any point on the swimmer’s surface, denoted \( S(t) \), is

\[
\mathbf{u} = \mathbf{\Sigma}^T \cdot \mathbf{\hat{U}} + \mathbf{u}_S(t),
\]

where

\[
\mathbf{\Sigma} = \left( \begin{array}{ccc}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 \\
-r_3 & -r_2 & r_1 \\
-r_2 & -r_1 & 0
\end{array} \right),
\]

Here, \( \mathbf{r} \) is the distance from the swimmer’s center to a point on its surface. \( \mathbf{\hat{U}} \) is the six-dimensional translational and rotational velocity of the swimmer, and \( \mathbf{u}_S(t) \) describes the deformation of the swimmer’s surface. The last term, usually called the swimming gait, is typically treated as a known quantity (see, however Sec. VIII) subject only to the condition

\[
\int_{S(t)} \mathbf{\Sigma} \cdot \mathbf{u}_S(t) dS = 0;
\]

that is, it contributes nothing to the mean translation and rotation of the swimmer. Rather, the mean velocity of the swimmer is unknown. It is determined by satisfying the constraint that the hydrodynamic force and torque on the swimming body are identically zero. This is the definition of hydrodynamic self-propulsion. The thrust propelling the body is generated by the same mechanism resisting its motion, viscous drag.

The following result was first derived by Stone and Samuel\textsuperscript{14} and simplifies the problem of determining the swimming velocity through the use of the reciprocal theorem. In
zero-Reynolds-number flows, the virtual work of one fluid, with velocity field \( \mathbf{u} \), acting on another, with velocity field \( \mathbf{u}' \), is reciprocal such that

\[
\int_{S(t)} \mathbf{u} \cdot \sigma' \cdot \mathbf{n} dS = \int_{S(t)} \mathbf{u}' \cdot \sigma \cdot \mathbf{n} dS. \tag{6}
\]

where \( \sigma \) and \( \sigma' \) are the Newtonian stress in the un-primed and primed fluids, respectively, and \( S(t) \) is the boundary of the fluid domain. The boundary in this case is the instantaneous surface of the swimmer. We specify the un-primed flow as that in which the swimming body is deforming in a force- and torque-free manner,

\[
\int_{S(t)} \Sigma \cdot \sigma \cdot \mathbf{n} dS = 0. \tag{7}
\]

In which case the reciprocal theorem yields

\[
\hat{\mathbf{U}} \cdot \left( \int_{S(t)} \sigma' \cdot \mathbf{n} \Sigma^T dS \right) = - \int_{S(t)} \mathbf{u}_s(t) \cdot \sigma' \cdot \mathbf{n} dS + \int_{S(t)} \mathbf{u}' \cdot \sigma \cdot \mathbf{n} dS. \tag{8}
\]

We suppose the primed fluid is that for which the body with boundary \( S(t) \) is moving with a prescribed rigid-body translational and rotational velocity \( \hat{\mathbf{U}} \). Without deforming, the swimming gait for the primed fluid is strictly zero. The stress at any point on the surface of the body in the primed fluid may be expressed as,

\[
\sigma' \cdot \mathbf{n} = \mathbf{R} \cdot \Sigma^T \cdot \hat{\mathbf{U}}, \tag{9}
\]

where the tensor \( \mathbf{R} \) is derived from solution of the Stokes equations subject to the boundary condition: \( \mathbf{u}' = \Sigma^T \cdot \hat{\mathbf{U}} \) on the swimmer’s surface. Combining Eqs. (8) and (9) with the dictum that the swimming body must be force- and torque-free allows us to solve for the swimming speed, viz.

\[
\hat{\mathbf{U}} = - \left( \int_{S(t)} \Sigma \cdot \mathbf{R} \cdot \Sigma^T dS \right)^{-1} \left( \int_{S(t)} \Sigma \cdot \mathbf{R} \cdot \mathbf{u}_s(t) dS \right). \tag{10}
\]

To compute the trajectory of the swimmer, one performs the following steps recurrently:

- At time \( t \) identify the conformation of the swimmer, \( S(t) \).
- Determine \( \mathbf{R} \) from the solution to the Stokes flow problem subject to the boundary condition \( \mathbf{u}' = \Sigma^T \cdot \hat{\mathbf{U}} \) on \( S(t) \). In general, this may require specifying each of the six components of \( \hat{\mathbf{U}} \) independently and solving six separate Stokes flow problems.
- Compute the integrals in Eq. (10) to determine how the center of the swimmer and its orientation change.
- Move the swimmer and change its conformation according to the swimming kinematics, \( \mathbf{U} \) and \( \mathbf{u}_s(t) \).

Such a procedure is taxing spiritually and computationally for even the simplest swimming gaits and body shapes. An alternative but entirely equivalent approach is now described.

### III. THE HYDRODYNAMICS OF PARTICULATE DISPERSIONS

In general, the velocity field denoted, \( \mathbf{u}(x) \), and due to \( N \) particles at zero Reynolds number in an otherwise unbounded and quiescent fluid is

\[
\mathbf{u}(x) = - \sum_{\beta=1}^{N} \int_{S(0)} \left[ \mathbf{J}(x - y) \cdot \sigma(y) \cdot \mathbf{n}_y + \mathbf{n}_y \cdot \mathbf{K}(x - y) \cdot \mathbf{u}_y(y) \right] dS_y, \tag{11}
\]

where

\[
\mathbf{J}(r) = \frac{1}{8\pi \eta r^2} \left( \mathbf{I} + \mathbf{r} \mathbf{r} \right), \tag{12}
\]

and

\[
\mathbf{K}(r) = \frac{3}{4\pi \eta r^2} \mathbf{r} \mathbf{r} \mathbf{r}. \tag{13}
\]

This boundary integral statement for the fluid velocity may be interpreted as a superposition of the flow due to the forces and higher order force moments on the particles (the first term in the integral) and the flow due to an imposed condition on fluid velocity at the particle’s surface. Without loss of generality, the velocity on the surface of particle \( z \) may be written as

\[
\mathbf{u}(x) = \mathbf{U}^{(z)} + \mathbf{\Omega}^{(z)} \times (x - \mathbf{x}^{(z)}) + \mathbf{u}_s^{(z)}(x), \tag{14}
\]

where \( \mathbf{x}^{(z)} \) is the center of the particle, \( \mathbf{U}^{(z)} \) and \( \mathbf{\Omega}^{(z)} \) are the translational and rotational (about the particle center) velocities, and \( \mathbf{u}_s^{(z)}(x) \) is an arbitrary surface velocity field which has zero mean and zero antisymmetric first moment (i.e., contributes no net translation or rotation to the particle). The specification of \( \mathbf{u}_s^{(z)}(x) \) is unnecessary at this point; it may arise from fluid slip over the particle surface as with electrophoresis in the thin double-layer limit, via a coupling with the internal mechanics of the particles as with droplets or as the swimming gait discussed in Sec. II.

We expand the first term in the integral [the stokeslet, denoted \( \mathbf{J}(x - y) \)] in terms of \( y \) about \( \mathbf{x}^{(z)} \) such that

\[
u_i(x) = - \sum_{\beta=1}^{N} \left[ J_{ij}(r^{(\beta)}) F_{ij}^{(\beta)} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial J_{ij}^{(\beta)}}{\partial r_j^{(\beta)}} J_{ij}^{(\beta)} \right] \] 

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial r_j^{(\beta)}} J_{ij}^{(\beta)} + \frac{\partial}{\partial r_j^{(\beta)}} J_{jk}^{(\beta)} \right) S_{jk}^{(\beta)} + \ldots, \tag{15}
\]

where \( r^{(\beta)} = x - x^{(\beta)} \),

\[
F^{(\beta)} = \int_{S(0)} \sigma(y) \cdot \mathbf{n}_y dS_y, \tag{16}
\]

\[
L^{(\beta)} = \int_{S(0)} (y - x^{(\beta)}) \times \sigma(y) \cdot \mathbf{n}_y dS_y, \tag{17}
\]

\[
S^{(\beta)} = \frac{1}{2} \int_{S(0)} \left[ \left( (y - x^{(\beta)}) \sigma(y) \cdot \mathbf{n}_y + \sigma(y) \cdot \mathbf{n}_y (y - x^{(\beta)}) \right) - 2\eta \left( \mathbf{u}_s^{(\beta)}(y) \mathbf{n}_y + \mathbf{n}_y \mathbf{u}_s^{(\beta)}(y) \right) \right] dS_y. \tag{18}
\]
These are the force, torque, and stresslet which represent the zeroth-, antisymmetric and symmetric first-order moments of the hydrodynamic force density on the surface of particle $\beta$. The above expression is a multipole expansion, and the ellipsis reflects a continued summation over higher order force moments. Note that the double-layer contribution to the velocity field [denoted $\mathbf{K}(x-y)$ in Eq. 11] was incorporated into the stresslet. Were the particles are spherical, then the higher order moments can be cast in irreducible form such that

$$u_\beta(x) = -\sum_{\beta=1}^N \left[ \left( 1 + \frac{a_\beta}{2} \nabla^2 \right) J_{ij}(r^{(\beta)}) F_{ij}^{(\beta)} \right]$$

$$+ \frac{1}{2} \epsilon_{ijk} \frac{\partial}{\partial x^k} J_{ij}(r^{(\beta)}) L_{ij}^{(\beta)} + \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{a_\beta}{2} \nabla^2 \right)$$

$$\times \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial r^{(\beta)}_j} J_{ij}(r^{(\beta)}) + \frac{\partial}{\partial r^{(\beta)}_i} J_{jk}(r^{(\beta)}) \right) S^{(\beta)}_{ik} + \cdots . \quad (19)$$

Our analysis will be restricted to spherical particles going forward; however, this is not a limitation. Rather, additional information about the higher order force moments is easily included in closed form for spherical particles. Similar transformations to irreducible force moments about particles of arbitrary shape are not simple and may have no closed form expression.15

By integrating Eq. (19) over the surface of sphere $z$, a definition for the translational velocity of particle $i$ emerges:

$$U_i(x) = \frac{1}{4\pi a_i^2} \int_{S(z)} u_\beta(x) dS_x$$

$$= -\frac{F^{(x)}}{6\pi a_i} - \left( 1 + \frac{a_\beta}{2} \nabla^2 \right) \sum_{\beta=1}^N \left[ \left( 1 + \frac{a_\beta}{2} \nabla^2 \right) J_{ij}(r^{(\beta)}) F_{ij}^{(\beta)} \right]$$

$$+ \frac{1}{2} \epsilon_{ijk} \frac{\partial}{\partial x^k} J_{ij}(r^{(\beta)}) L_{ij}^{(\beta)} + \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{a_\beta}{2} \nabla^2 \right)$$

$$\times \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial r^{(\beta)}_j} J_{ij}(r^{(\beta)}) + \frac{\partial}{\partial r^{(\beta)}_i} J_{jk}(r^{(\beta)}) \right) S^{(\beta)}_{ik} + \cdots . \quad (20)$$

with $r^{(\beta)} = x^{(\beta)} - x^{(\beta)}$. This is Faxén’s first law which relates the velocity of a spherical particle to the hydrodynamic force on it and the effect of the disturbance flow generated by all the other particles.15 Similar “laws” can be constructed by taking the product of $(x-x^{(\beta)})^n$ and $u(x)$ and integrating over the surface of a particle. Notice though that the particle velocity is linear in the moments of the force density about the surfaces of all the particles such that the set of these “laws” may be expressed in grand tensorial form, viz.

$$\begin{pmatrix} U \\ \Omega \\ E \end{pmatrix} = - \begin{pmatrix} M_{UU} & M_{UL} & M_{US} \\ M_{OL} & M_{LL} & M_{OS} \\ M_{EL} & M_{EL} & M_{ES} \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} F \\ L \\ S \end{pmatrix} . \quad (21)$$

Here, all the individual particle velocities and force moments have been assembled into combined vectors distinguished by the lack of a superscript [e.g., $U = (U^{(1)}, U^{(2)}, \ldots)$]. The tensor $E$ represents the first moment of the surface velocities such that

$$E^{(x)} = \frac{3}{8\pi a^3} \int_{S(z)} \left( n_i u_S^{(x)}(x) + n_i u_S^{(x)}(x) n_i \right) dS_x . \quad (22)$$

The tensors $M_{ij}$ are the hydrodynamic mobilities that couple moments of the velocities $A$ of all the particles to the moments of the hydrodynamic force density about the particle centers $B$. The entire assemblage of mobilities is termed the grand mobility tensor and is usually denoted $\mathcal{M}$. Similarly, the inverse of $\mathcal{M}$ is termed the grand resistance tensor and denoted $\mathcal{R}$, viz.

$$\mathcal{M}^{-1} = \mathcal{R} = \begin{pmatrix} R_{FU} & R_{FQ} & R_{FE} \\ R_{LU} & R_{LE} & R_{FE} \\ R_{SU} & R_{SE} & R_{SE} \end{pmatrix} . \quad (23)$$

Note though that $M_{ij}^{-1} \neq R_{ij}$ in general. Rather, the entire grand mobility must be inverted if any element of the grand resistance tensor is to be computed. Expressions for elements of the grand mobility tensor are well known in many contexts.17-20 Though in principle the whole analyzed set must be computed to accurately model the hydrodynamic interactions among particles. As this is unfeasable, a combination of physical reasoning and well justified approximation allows for accurate modeling of the hydrodynamic forces on the particles while employing only a finite number of “mobilities.” Note that one can add simply a “flow at infinity”—that is, the swimmer can be immersed in a linear flow,

$$u^{\infty}(x) = U^{\infty} + (\Omega^{\infty} + E^{\infty}) \cdot x \quad (24)$$

—such that the only change needed in Eq. (21) is that the velocity moments are measured relative to $u^{\infty}$ (i.e., $U \rightarrow U - u^{\infty}(x^{(\beta)})$, ...).

IV. STOKESIAN DYNAMICS

For particles under conditions of low Reynolds number, it is often the case that the inertia of the particles is also negligible. In a stricter sense, the Stokes number must be small ($St = Re \rho_p / \rho$ with $\rho_p$ the density of a particle). Therefore, the sums of the forces and torques on the particles are zero,

$$0 = F + F^p , \quad (25)$$

where $F^p$ is any force or torque of non-hydrodynamic origin. As shown, the hydrodynamic forces among many particles are described by the resistance tensors such that

$$F = -R_{FU} \cdot U - R_{FE} : E : \cdots , \quad (26)$$

and the particle velocities are determined as

$$U = R_{FU}^{-1} \cdot (F - R_{FE} : E : \cdots ) . \quad (27)$$

Note, we have assumed a notation in which the force and torque and the translation and rotation are combined and treated
equivalently. There is no loss of generality, though the resulting expressions are far more compact. Under this notation, which is pursued throughout the remainder of the article, \( U = (U^{(1)}, \Omega^{(1)}, U^{(2)}, \Omega^{(2)}, \ldots) \), \( F = (F^{(1)}, I^{(1)}, F^{(2)}, I^{(2)}, \ldots) \), and

\[
R_{FU} = \begin{pmatrix} R_{FU} & R_{FD} \\ R_{LU} & R_{L\Omega} \end{pmatrix}, \quad \text{etc.} \tag{28}
\]

As explained already, the calculation of \( R_{FU} \) requires determination of all the elements of the grand mobility tensor and is difficult in general. However, the coupling of velocity moments of order \( m \) to force moments of order \( n \) between two different particles separated by distance \( r \) scales as \( r^{-(1+m+n)} \). Therefore, the mobilities related to higher order couplings may be small among distinctly separated particles. In fact, a reasonable approximation can be made by truncating the grand mobility tensor such that the inversion of the truncated tensor has an error of at most \( O(r^{-(2+m+n)}) \) when \( r \) is relatively large. It is only when particles are nearly touching that all mobility moments are needed for the inversion. Thus, there is no way to control the error introduced by truncating the grand mobility tensor for nearly touching particles. However, the hydrodynamic interactions among nearly touching particles are well understood via asymptotic analysis. This is the so-called lubrication approximation in which the bulk of the hydrodynamic force on each nearly touching particle arises from the strong pressure gradients required to squeeze fluid out of the thin layer between their surfaces. For instance, the hydrodynamic force on each of a pair of particles (denoted \( x \) and \( \beta \) approaching one another along their centerlines scales as \( (r - a_x - a_\beta)^{-3} \). Regardless of the conditions around the particle pair, this asymptotic scaling is preserved such that lubrication interactions are to a very good approximation pair-wise additive.

The Stokesian Dynamics method consists of the following approximations in the construction of the grand resistance tensor:

- The grand mobility tensor is calculated up to a particular level of force and velocity moments and then truncated. For instance, it is conventional to compute the mobility couplings up to the stresslet (\( S \)) and rate of strain (\( E \)) levels. The truncated grand mobility is denoted, \( \mathcal{M}^\infty \), as it accurately reflects the many-bodied far-field hydrodynamic interactions.
- The exact, pair-wise resistance tensors are computed for particle pairs closer than an explicit cut-off \( (r < 2(a_x + a_\beta) \). This is denoted, \( R^{2B,\text{exact}} \), and includes the singular contributions to the force moments resulting from hydrodynamic lubrication.
- The truncated grand mobility is calculated for each near particle pair subject to the same cut-off and inverted. This is denoted \( R^{2B,\infty} \) because it represents the far-field and pair-wise interaction between near particles.
- The grand resistance tensor is then

\[
R = (\mathcal{M}^\infty)^{-1} + R^{2B,\text{exact}} - R^{2B,\infty}, \tag{29}
\]

and includes both the many-bodied far-field interactions via the inversion of \( \mathcal{M}^\infty \) and the pair-wise lubrication interactions via \( R^{2B,\text{exact}} \). Subtracting the quantity \( R^{2B,\infty} \) prevents over-counting of the far-field hydrodynamic interactions in the superposition of \( (\mathcal{M}^\infty)^{-1} \) and \( R^{2B,\text{exact}} \).

The calculation of the grand resistance tensor and subsequently \( R_{FU}^1 \) is the crux of all problems concerning the hydrodynamic interactions among particles in low-Reynolds-number flows. For \( N \) particles, the procedure just described requires \( O(N^2) \) operations as the explicit inversion of both the grand mobility and \( R_{FU} \) is prescribed. Another method for performing this same computation, but with iterative inversion, that is at most \( O(N^3) \) is described in Appendix A. It is vital to appreciate that whereas \( \mathcal{M}^\infty \) is pair-wise additive, its inverse \((\mathcal{M}^\infty)^{-1}\) is not. Rather, it sums all reflected interactions among all particles in the assembly and will replicate correctly, for example, the motion of a rigid chain of particles.\(^{17}\)

V. THE MECHANICS OF RIGID ASSEMBLIES

Our aim is to represent a swimmer as an assembly of spherical particles. The particles in such an assembly must be constrained so that, were there no swimming gait (hence no deformation), the assembly itself behaves as a rigid body. For that matter, at zero Reynolds number, the hydrodynamic response to forcing is instantaneous. Thus, from the fluid’s perspective, a body appears rigid at each instant in time. As the Stokes equations are linear, we are free to consider the deformational and rigid body response of the swimmer independently at each instant in time as well. In this section we demonstrate how to compute the forces required to constrain the spheres into an instantaneously rigid assembly. As we shall demonstrate in Sec. VI, the deformational contribution to the hydrodynamic force and torque that emerges naturally from this same prescription.

Suppose the particles are subject to another (non-hydrodynamic) force that constrains them rigidly. That is, amongst the particles there are mutual attractions and repulsions such that for particle \( x \) in a particular group of constrained particles \( A \), the velocity of particle \( x \) is

\[
U^{(x)} = \hat{U}^{(A)} + \hat{\Omega}^{(A)} \times (x^{(A)} - x^{(A)}), \tag{30}
\]

and

\[
\Omega^{(x)} = \hat{\Omega}^{(A)}, \tag{31}
\]

where \( \hat{U}^{(A)} \) is the translational velocity of the rigid assembly, \( \hat{\Omega}^{(A)} \) is the rotational velocity of the rigid assembly, and \( x^{(A)} \) denotes the geometric center of the rigid assembly. Allowing the particles to rotate with the rigid assembly is equivalent to forcing the origins of rotation and torque to coincide with the geometric center of the assembly. The result of this coincidence is that the grand resistance tensor for the rigid assembly will always be symmetric. In the shorthand notation where translational and rotational velocities are denoted by a single vector, these statements become:

\[
U^{(x)} = \sum_{Ax}{\hat{U}^{(A)}}, \tag{32}
\]
where

\[
\Sigma_{A2} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \Delta_2^{(s, A)} & -\Delta_1^{(s, A)} & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
-\Delta_1^{(s, A)} & 0 & \Delta_1^{(s, A)} & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
\Delta_2^{(s, A)} & -\Delta_2^{(s, A)} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{pmatrix}, \quad (33)
\]

and particles 1…N$_1$ are constrained to body 1, particles N$_1$ + 1…N$_1$ + N$_2$ are constrained to body 2, etc. The tensor $\Sigma^T$ is merely an operator that projects the kinematics of the rigid assemblies onto the velocities of their component particles. Intentionally, as this is fundamental to rigid-body mechanics, the tensor $\Sigma$ sums the forces and torques on the component particles to give the total force and torque on the rigid assemblies. That is, if the forces and torques used to constrain the particles into the rigid conformations are denoted $\mathbf{F}^c$, then

\[
\Sigma \cdot \mathbf{F}^c = 0, \quad (36)
\]

as internal constraints can exert no net force on a rigid assembly. With this, it is easy to see that were the particles subject to additional, external forces, $\mathbf{F}^p$, then the velocities of the rigid bodies are

\[
\dot{\mathbf{U}} = (\Sigma \cdot \mathbf{R}_{FU} \cdot \Sigma^T)^{-1} \cdot \Sigma \cdot (\mathbf{F}^p - \mathbf{R}_{FE} : \mathbf{E} + \cdots). \quad (37)
\]

The velocities of the particles themselves are determined by Eq. (34). The quantity $\Sigma \cdot \mathbf{R}_{FU} \cdot \Sigma^T$ is the resistance tensor governing hydrodynamic interactions among the rigid assemblies rather than the component particles. It is apparent that geometrically similar rigid bodies, both composite and solid, will necessarily have similar resistance tensors. In fact, given an arbitrary degree of “discretization” (i.e., number of particles in a rigid assembly), the hydrodynamic forces on the equivalent, limiting solid body can be determined with an arbitrary precision. For a large enough number of particles, the $\Sigma$ operator becomes equivalent to an integral. This will be illustrated later as we will make a direct comparison between the hydrodynamics of swimming bodies and the hydrodynamics of swimming composites.

We did not need to explicitly calculate the constraining force because the deformational dynamics of an assembly are known a priori (the constraining forces are mutual and produce no relative motion of the particles within an assembly). However, the values of the constraining forces are needed to compute the rate of energy dissipated as the particles move through the fluid. Since the sum of the forces on each of the particles is zero, the constraining forces are simply equal to $-(\mathbf{F} + \mathbf{F}^p)$, or

and $\Delta x^{(s, A)} = x^{(s)} - x^{(A)}$. For a set of $M$ rigid bodies formed by constraining $N$ particles, the velocities of the particles may be expressed as

\[
\mathbf{U} = \Sigma^T \cdot \dot{\mathbf{U}}, \quad (34)
\]

where

\[
\Sigma = \begin{pmatrix}
\Sigma_{11} & \Sigma_{12} & \ldots & \Sigma_{1N_1} & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & \Sigma_{2(N_1+1)} & \ldots & \ldots & \Sigma_{2(N_1+N_2)} & \ldots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & \ldots & \ldots \\
0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & \Sigma_{M(N-N_M+1)} & \Sigma_{M(N-N_M+2)} & \ldots & \Sigma_{MN} & \ldots \\
\end{pmatrix}, \quad (35)
\]

\[
\mathbf{F}^c = -\mathbf{F}^p + \mathbf{R}_{FU} \cdot \mathbf{U} + \mathbf{R}_{FE} : \mathbf{E} + \cdots \quad (38)
\]

At no time did we prescribe the origin of the resistance tensors. In fact, the method used to calculate those is entirely arbitrary. However, as explained in Sec. V, the Stokesian Dynamics technique is the exemplar in the field. The subsequent examples are, without exception, the results of Stokesian Dynamics simulations. Note, however, that the calculation of the grand resistance tensor may be computationally prohibitive when explicit inversion of the far-field mobility is too time-consuming [i.e., it requires $O(N^3)$ operations]. Instead, an iterative method for multiple constrained assemblies analogous to that depicted in Appendix A for an individual assembly may be employed. This is detailed in Appendix B.

For cases in which there is an isolated rigid assembly, the lubrication contributions to the resistance tensors may not be necessary as lubrication interactions are the result of relative motion only. The inverse of the grand mobility tensor $(\mathbf{M}^{\infty})^{-1}$, alone is sufficient for computation of the hydrodynamic forces and torques on the rigid assembly. Recall, however, that $\mathbf{R}_{FU} \neq \mathbf{M}_{FU}^{-1}$, but is the result of the inversion of the entire grand mobility tensor. This is true even when truncating the multipole expansion at the force only since even the inverse of the “point-force” grand mobility tensor sums reflected interactions among all particles comprising the assembly. Thus, the elements of $\mathbf{R}_{FU}$ coupling the force and velocity on an individual particle are true many-particle functions. This distinction is important and reflects the fact that the resistance, not the mobility, determines the hydrodynamic forces. Since the majority of the computational effort in Stokesian Dynamics is devoted to the inversion of the grand mobility tensor, inclusion of the lubrication interactions is effectively “free.” For multiple or deforming assemblies, the lubrication interactions are necessary as there will be relative motion of the various bodies.

VI. SWIMMING VIA STOKESIAN DYNAMICS

Throughout the development of the mechanics of rigid assemblies in Stokes flow, we intentionally retained the effects due to moments of a prescribed slip velocity on the
surface of each of the particles. This was represented by inclusion of terms involving $\mathbf{E}$ and any higher order, irreducible moments of the velocity about each particle’s surface. We shall refer to this as the *implicit* swimming gait as the mechanism generating that surface velocity is unspecified. Indeed, any arbitrary surface velocity may be expressed in terms of its surface moments. This is a level of abstraction which allows for flexibility in how a particular swimmer or the interactions among many swimmers are modeled. Regardless, this will produce motion of the rigid assembly, viz.

$$\dot{\mathbf{U}} = - (\mathbf{\Sigma} \cdot \mathbf{R}_{FU} \cdot \mathbf{\Sigma}^T)^{-1} \mathbf{\Sigma} \cdot (\mathbf{R}_{FE} : \mathbf{E} + \cdots).$$  \hspace{1cm} (39)$$

The implicit gait produces a propulsive force on the body:

$$- \mathbf{\Sigma} \cdot (\mathbf{R}_{FE} : \mathbf{E} + \cdots),$$

which in the absence of any external forces will always propel an assembly of more than two spherical particles (given that the gait is not zero). The spherical squirmers of Ishikawa *et al.* utilize the quadrupolar moment of the surface velocity to swim. This and higher order deformational terms are contained in the ellipsis above. However, Blake’s notion\(^{21}\) of the ciliary envelope still applies: the surface velocity is driven by mechanical action in a region close to the particle surfaces such that any shape change of the particles or assembly due to this action is small relative to the particle or assembly size. In this way, the swimming gait has deformational components even if the body of the swimmer is not deforming. When the deformation of the swimmer takes place on a length scale comparable to the size of the swimmer itself, a different approach is required.

For large deformations, we may specify an *explicit* swimming gait. While the particles in a rigid assembly are constrained, we define an additional contribution to the velocity of the particles relative to the rigid body velocity of the assembly such that

$$\mathbf{U} = \mathbf{\Sigma}^T \cdot \dot{\mathbf{U}} + \mathbf{U}_S(t).$$  \hspace{1cm} (40)$$

The quantity $\mathbf{U}_S(t)$ is the explicit swimming gait and specifies the kinematics of a swimming body relative to its rigid-body motion. If the surface of the swimmer is described by the set of points, $\mathbf{s}(t)$, with geometric center at the origin, then the explicit swimming gait may be equal to $\dot{\mathbf{s}}(t)$. For instance, each particle composing a sinusoidal filament $\mathbf{s}(t) = (x, \sin(kx - \omega t), 0)$ moves in the prescribed manner $\mathbf{U}_S(t) = \dot{\mathbf{s}}(t) = (0, -\omega \cos(kx - \omega t), 0)$ where $x$ parameterizes the position of the particles along the length of the filament. The specified gait will propel the instantaneously rigid assembly, viz.

$$\dot{\mathbf{U}} = - (\mathbf{\Sigma} \cdot \mathbf{R}_{FU} \cdot \mathbf{\Sigma}^T)^{-1} \mathbf{\Sigma} \cdot \mathbf{R}_{FU} \cdot \mathbf{U}_S(t),$$  \hspace{1cm} (41)$$

where we have assumed no external forces on the assembly and that the particles are rigid and no-slip. As with the implicit gait, the explicit gait produces a propulsive force:

$$- \mathbf{\Sigma} \cdot \mathbf{R}_{FU} \cdot \mathbf{U}_S(t).$$

The definition of the swimming gait (implicit or explicit) depends entirely on the system under study, though there are no restrictions on its form. It may depend on time, the relative configuration and orientation of the swimmer or even on the local stress state of various elements of the composite. The two swimming gaits are illustrated in Sec. VII.

We close the discussion of the application of Stokesian Dynamics or more properly low-Reynolds-number hydrodynamics and rigid-body mechanics to the swimming of microorganisms by referring back to the classical theory of swimming bodies. In Sec. II, we showed that the velocity of a swimming body with an arbitrary swimming gait is

$$\dot{\mathbf{U}} = - \left( \int_{S(t)} \mathbf{\Sigma} \cdot \mathbf{R} \cdot \mathbf{\Sigma}^T \, dS \right)^{-1} \left( \int_{S(t)} \mathbf{\Sigma} \cdot \mathbf{R} \cdot \mathbf{u}_S(t) \, dS \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (42)$$

The resemblance to Eq. (41) is not coincidental, and it is apparent that a composite body built from a multitude of very small particles will reproduce the classical theory of swimming exactly. Although the classical theory was never limited to a single swimming body, we have never seen it employed to describe more than one (considerable efforts aimed at studying many swimmers have been conducted using other means, however). More so, the modeling of swimming via rigid assemblies with Stokesian Dynamics is designed to incorporate an arbitrary number of swimmers without any variation in methodology or numerical technique. The advantage of this approach is rooted in the practical observation that the Stokesian Dynamics method has proven a valuable tool for studying the dynamics of particles in viscous fluids. The authors have made available the source code for a Stokesian Dynamics software package capable of modeling a single assembly as the composite of an arbitrary number of spherical particles. Locomotion may be achieved through use of either implicit or explicit swimming gaits.

A brief note on the rate of energy dissipated by the fluid or conversely, the rate of work done by the swimmer is required. Since a self-propelled body as a whole is force- and torque-free, its rigid-body motion makes no direct contribution to the rate of energy dissipation, $\dot{E}$. Rather, the swimmer works solely to deform. For a general self-propelled body with surface $S(t)$ and volume $V(t)$, the rate of energy dissipation is

$$\dot{E} = \int_{S(t)} \mathbf{u}_S(t) \cdot \mathbf{\sigma} \cdot \mathbf{n} \, dS + \int_{V(t)} \mathbf{\sigma} \cdot \mathbf{e} \, dV.$$  \hspace{1cm} (43)$$

In the case of our discretized swimmers subject to no external forces and torques, the surface of the swimmer can be further divided into the surface of the composite spheres such that

$$\dot{E} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \int_{S(n)} \left( \mathbf{u}_S^{(n)}(t) \cdot \mathbf{\sigma} \cdot \mathbf{n} \, dS + \int_{V(n)} \mathbf{\sigma} \cdot \mathbf{e} \, dV \right)$$

$$= \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
-F^C \cdot \mathbf{U}_S(t) \\
(xF^C + S) \cdot \mathbf{E} + \cdots
\end{array} \right.$$

(44)$$

where the top condition corresponds to the explicit swimming gait and the bottom to the implicit swimming gait [see Eq. (22) to review the definition of $\mathbf{E}$]. We have further
substituted the constraining force and torque for the hydrodynamic force and torque (i.e., \( \mathbf{F} = - \mathbf{F}^C \)) in the expression for the explicit gait. Here, we have assumed that there are no other forces on the particles (i.e., \( \mathbf{F}^p = 0 \)), but incorporation of other forces is straightforward. If they are internal to the body much like the constraining forces then \( \mathbf{F}^p \) may be treated as equivalent to \( \mathbf{F}^C \). Notice, that since the constraining force and hydrodynamic stresslet must both be linear in the swimming gait, the rate of energy dissipation is quadratic in \( \mathbf{u}_s(t) \) regardless of its definition.

VII. EXAMPLES

A. Toy models

1. Pushers and pullers—The implicit swimming gait

The pusher-puller model of hydrodynamic propulsion has proven useful for studying the behavior of active suspensions. For instance, flagellates propelled from behind by a rotating helical bundle are “pushers” while those swimming towards the bundle are “pullers.” These are the examples of dipole swimmers, so-called because the disturbance flow generated by the swimmer has the form of that due to a force dipole. Here, we present a version which is indicative of the implicit swimming gait.

Consider two spherical particles bound as a rigid assembly (depicted in Fig. 1). On one, denoted 1, we allow for a surface deformation such that

\[
\mathbf{u}_s(t) = \Omega(t) \mathbf{u} \equiv \mathbf{u}(t) + \mathbf{u}_s, \quad \mathbf{u}_s(0) = \mathbf{0},
\]

where \( \mathbf{u} \) is the dipole strength and \( \mathbf{d} \) is the unit vector connecting the two spheres. All other deformational modes on the particle surfaces are zero. This deformation gives rise to an axisymmetric flow drawing fluid in from the surrounding and streaming it out along \( \mathbf{d} \) (or the opposite depending on the sign of \( E \)). On one side of particle 1, the fluid is free to flow away from the assembly while on the other side it encounters the second particle and is retarded. To conserve mass, a pressure gradient arises along the length of the assembly and propels it away from the free stream (to the right in the figure). With the sign of \( E \) reversed, the assembly moves toward the inward streaming fluid. The former is an example of a pusher while the latter is a puller. In fact, these are the purest possible pushing and pulling deformations and thus quite useful as a toy model. For that matter, a quadrupolar swimmer is realized by allowing particle 2 to deform as well with \( \mathbf{E}_2 = -\mathbf{E}_1 \). Here, no net fluid is drawn in from the surroundings, but two streams, one inward and one outward stem from either end of the assembly much like a conveyor drawing the swimmer through the fluid.

The aspect ratio of such a body is hardly fixed. A long rod subject to a dipolar deformation is easily realized as a string of \( N \) particles, with particles \( 1 \ldots M, M \leq N \), having surface deformations \( \mathbf{E}_1 \), or in general any set of \( E \)’s. The set of deformations on all the particles is termed as the implicit swimming gait. In Fig. 2, we plot the swimming speed and rate of energy dissipation of such pushers and pullers as a function of \( N \) and \( M \). From Eq. (44), the rate of dissipation due to the swimming is simply \( (S + x \mathbf{F}^p) ^2 \). The order of magnitude of \( \dot{E} \) is set by the nearest neighbor inter-particle spacing which in this case is \( R = 2.01 \, a \) and scales roughly as \( (R-2a)^{-1} \) from hydrodynamic lubrication—the “straining flow,” \( \mathbf{E}_1 \), draws fluid into the gap between nearly touching spheres. Additionally, the longer the swimmer, the slower it goes. Increasing the number of active particles \( M \) merely produces flows which are stifled by the other nearby particles. Active particles near the end of the rod produce the majority of the thrust so that adding more particles (even if they are active) only increases the drag. A different result may be achieved by structuring the rod-like swimmer as a quadrupole as in Fig. 1.

2. Spinners—The explicit swimming gait

A spinner may be thought of as the discrete analogue to the swimming torus which invaginates, dragging fluid through its center and around its outside. Fluid struggles to squeeze through the center of the torus generating a pressure gradient that propels the torus in the same direction as the fluid flowing through its center. Our model of the spinner is an example of a swimmer with an explicit swimming gait. Consider the simplest possible spinner formed by two spherical particles, a fixed distance apart and counter rotating about their centers along an axis perpendicular to the line connecting their centers, \( \mathbf{d} \). The swimming gait for each particle is

\[
\mathbf{u}_s(t) = \Omega(0, 0, 0, \pm \mathbf{d}),
\]

where \( \mathbf{u}_s(t) \) is the dipole strength and \( \mathbf{d} \) is the unit vector connecting the two spheres. All other deformations are zero. This deformation gives rise to an axisymmetric flow drawing fluid in from the surrounding and streaming it out along \( \mathbf{d} \) (or the opposite depending on the sign of \( E \)). On one side of particle 1, the fluid is free to flow away from the assembly while on the other side it encounters the second particle and is retarded. To conserve mass, a pressure gradient arises along the length of the assembly and propels it away from the free stream (to the right in the figure). With the sign of \( E \) reversed, the assembly moves toward the inward streaming fluid. The former is an example of a pusher while the latter is a puller. In fact, these are the purest possible pushing and pulling deformations and thus quite useful as a toy model. For that matter, a quadrupolar swimmer is realized by allowing particle 2 to deform as well with \( \mathbf{E}_2 = -\mathbf{E}_1 \). Here, no net fluid is drawn in from the surroundings, but two streams, one inward and one outward stem from either end of the assembly much like a conveyor drawing the swimmer through the fluid.

The aspect ratio of such a body is hardly fixed. A long rod subject to a dipolar deformation is easily realized as a string of \( N \) particles, with particles \( 1 \ldots M, M \leq N \), having surface deformations \( \mathbf{E}_1 \), or in general any set of \( E \)’s. The set of deformations on all the particles is termed as the implicit swimming gait. In Fig. 2, we plot the swimming speed and rate of energy dissipation of such pushers and pullers as a function of \( N \) and \( M \). From Eq. (44), the rate of dissipation due to the swimming is simply \( (S + x \mathbf{F}^p) ^2 \). The order of magnitude of \( \dot{E} \) is set by the nearest neighbor inter-particle spacing which in this case is \( R = 2.01 \, a \) and scales roughly as \( (R-2a)^{-1} \) from hydrodynamic lubrication—the “straining flow,” \( \mathbf{E}_1 \), draws fluid into the gap between nearly touching spheres. Additionally, the longer the swimmer, the slower it goes. Increasing the number of active particles \( M \) merely produces flows which are stifled by the other nearby particles. Active particles near the end of the rod produce the majority of the thrust so that adding more particles (even if they are active) only increases the drag. A different result may be achieved by structuring the rod-like swimmer as a quadrupole as in Fig. 1.

2. Spinners—The explicit swimming gait

A spinner may be thought of as the discrete analogue to the swimming torus which invaginates, dragging fluid through its center and around its outside. Fluid struggles to squeeze through the center of the torus generating a pressure gradient that propels the torus in the same direction as the fluid flowing through its center. Our model of the spinner is an example of a swimmer with an explicit swimming gait. Consider the simplest possible spinner formed by two spherical particles, a fixed distance apart and counter rotating about their centers along an axis perpendicular to the line connecting their centers, \( \mathbf{d} \). The swimming gait for each particle is

\[
\mathbf{u}_s(t) = \Omega(0, 0, 0, \pm \mathbf{d}),
\]
where $\Omega$ is the rate of rotation. Interestingly, no constraining force is required to fix the distance between the particles because of symmetry. In the limit that the distance between the particle surfaces, $2(R-a)$, approaches zero, lubrication arguments can be used to show that the swimming speed is independent of $R$ to first order. While when the particles are widely separated, the swimming speed scales as $R^2/C_0$ as the propulsion is driven by the force-rotation coupling. Figure 3 depicts the swimming speed of these two particle spinners as a function of separation.

The two particle spinner is merely the case: $N=2$. For the swimming gait, we specify that the translational components of the gait velocity of all the particles are zero. The rotational components of the gait are determined, such that particle $a$ rotates with rate $\Omega$ about the vector tangent to the circle of radius $R$, i.e.,

$$\mathbf{U}_a = \Omega [0, 0, 0, -\sin\left(\frac{2\pi(x-1)}{N}\right), \cos\left(\frac{2\pi(x-1)}{N}\right), 0].$$

(48)

The surface velocity is constant in time and always normal to the circumferential axis of the toroid. Analytical predictions of the swimming speed and efficiency of such a toroidal swimmer were generated by Leshanksy and Kenneth. A good agreement was found between their separation of variables solution to the Stokes equations and the expression put forward by Thaokar et al. for swimming toroids with asymptotically large aspect ratios ($r/R \to 0$). The swimming speed $U$ in this limit is

$$\frac{U}{\Omega r} \sim \frac{r}{2R} \left(\frac{8R}{r} - \frac{1}{2}\right).$$

(49)

where $r$ is the minor radius of the toroid. In the case of the simulations, $r$ is the average minor radius of the toroid as the spheres make the toroidal surface bumpy (i.e., $r = na/4$). Figure 4 demonstrates the congruence of the exact solutions and the properly normalized simulations. Discrepancies at small ratios of major to minor radius are due to the discrete nature of the models. One way to study toroids in the range of $R/r \sim 1$ would be to assemble the toroid from particles placed on the surface of a cylinder of radius $r$ and length $2\pi R$ which is then wrapped so that the cylinder’s center is co-linear with a circle of radius $R$. In that case, the ratio of $r$ to $R$ may be arbitrarily close to unity. A modified swimming of the gait velocity of all the particles are zero. The rotational components of the gait are determined, such that particle $a$ rotates with rate $\Omega$ about the vector tangent to the circle of radius $R$, i.e.,

$$\mathbf{U}_a = \Omega [0, 0, 0, -\sin\left(\frac{2\pi(x-1)}{N}\right), \cos\left(\frac{2\pi(x-1)}{N}\right), 0].$$

(48)

The surface velocity is constant in time and always normal to the circumferential axis of the toroid. Analytical predictions of the swimming speed and efficiency of such a toroidal swimmer were generated by Leshanksy and Kenneth. A good agreement was found between their separation of variables solution to the Stokes equations and the expression put forward by Thaokar et al. for swimming toroids with asymptotically large aspect ratios ($r/R \to 0$). The swimming speed $U$ in this limit is

$$\frac{U}{\Omega r} \sim \frac{r}{2R} \left(\frac{8R}{r} - \frac{1}{2}\right).$$

(49)

where $r$ is the minor radius of the toroid. In the case of the simulations, $r$ is the average minor radius of the toroid as the spheres make the toroidal surface bumpy (i.e., $r = na/4$). Figure 4 demonstrates the congruence of the exact solutions and the properly normalized simulations. Discrepancies at small ratios of major to minor radius are due to the discrete nature of the models. One way to study toroids in the range of $R/r \sim 1$ would be to assemble the toroid from particles placed on the surface of a cylinder of radius $r$ and length $2\pi R$ which is then wrapped so that the cylinder’s center is co-linear with a circle of radius $R$. In that case, the ratio of $r$ to $R$ may be arbitrarily close to unity. A modified swimming
gait will be needed since the particles in this configuration represent an effectively incompressible surface.

B. Purcell’s three-link swimmer

Purcell’s three-link swimmer is an artificial swimmer that illustrates the importance of time-reversal symmetry in Stokes flow. A central body has a pair of hinges on either end to which a pair of rudders is attached (see Fig. 5). The angles formed between the rudders and the central body, denoted \( \theta_1(t) \) and \( \theta_2(t) \), are the only degrees of freedom describing the swimming gait. The gait is characterized by a closed path in time through the angular phase-space. Since the Stokes equations are time-reversible, any trajectory through phase-space that is reciprocal (i.e., the closed path in phase space contains zero area) cannot produce net motion of the swimmer. The swimming gait in which one rudder is held fixed while the other flaps is an example of such a reciprocal path. Clearly, a minimum of two degrees of freedom are necessary to achieve net propulsion. Three possible paths through phase space are shown. The reciprocal path gives rise to no net motion while the standard path in which one rudder is held fixed while the other flaps in alternating fashion is the path studied via Stokesian Dynamics. Note, if the three links are all of the same length, then \(-\pi < \theta_1(t) + \theta_2(t) < \pi\) as these configurations prevent the rudders from colliding. The excluded regions of phase space are marked explicitly on the diagram. We construct a three-link swimmer from a rigid assembly of 3 \( N \) particles (\( N \) particles compose each segment of the swimming body and particles are separated by 2.01 \( a \)), and a video of one such swimmer is available online as part of the supplementary material. The swimming gait for particle \( z \) on rudder \( i \) is

\[
U_S^{(z)}(t) = \dot{\theta}_i(t)(-\rho_{zi} \sin \theta_i(t), \rho_{zi} \cos \theta_i(t), 0, 0, 0, 1),
\]

where \( \rho_{zi} \) is the distance of particle \( z \) from its hinge. \( U_S^{(z)}(t) = 0 \) when \( z \) corresponds to a particle on the center link. The rudders cycle alternately from \(-\theta_{\text{max}}\) to \(\theta_{\text{max}}\) or the converse at uniform rate \( |\dot{\theta}_i(t)| = \Omega \). It can be shown that the net propulsion is independent of any time dependence of the rate \( \dot{\theta}(t) \), and therefore these swimming gaits are equivalent to those studied by Becker \textit{et al.} for which the “propulsive torque” was held constant [that torque being equivalent to the average of \( \dot{\theta}(t) \)]. The resulting swimming speed over one complete transit of the phase path is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of \( \theta_{\text{max}} \). We observe, as did Becker \textit{et al.}, that the swimming velocity increases with \( \theta_{\text{max}} \), until approximately 60° and beyond that the velocity decreases monotonically. We have normalized the swimming speed by the speed of the tip of the rudders multiplied by the resistance couple between torque and rotation for a slender rod. This quantity is similar to the mean torque about each of the hinges. The differences between the simulations and the slender body theory arise from the hydrodynamic interactions among the rudders and the body, something for which...
Becker et al. do not account, as well as the choice of normalization.

C. Taylor’s helical swimmer

Sir Geoffrey Taylor directs and narrates one film, *Low Reynolds Number Flow*, in the series *Illustrated Experiments in Fluid Mechanics* (1961–1969) by the National Committee for Fluid Mechanics Films. Among the topics discussed is swimming at low Reynolds number, and the physical principles are demonstrated by a novel swimmer composed of two counter-handed, counter-rotating helices (see the original film notes, Fig. 7).

We replicate this classic demonstration via Stokesian Dynamics by constructing a rigid assembly composed of particles of radius $a$ whose centers fall on a pair of counter-handed helices with neighboring particles separated by 2.01\(a\) (see Fig. 8). The swimming gait, $U_S(t)$, is designed so that the particles on each helix rotate about the swimmer’s longitudinal axis with angular velocity $\pm \Omega$. That is, the helices are counter-rotating. In particular, the swimming gait associated with particle $x$ is

$$U_{S}(x)(t) = \Omega \left( \frac{\Delta r_{x}(t) \times d}{\sqrt{\Delta r_{x}^2(t)}}, \pm \Omega \right),$$

where $\Delta r_{x}(t)$ is the vector pointing from the geometric center of the swimmer to the center of particle $x$ and $d$ is the unit
vector parallel to the long axis of the swimmer. We measure the resultant swimming velocity, denoted $U$, as a function of the number of particles composing the entire body, $N$; the helix radius, $R$; and the helical wavelength, $2\pi/k$. The end to end length of the swimmer, denoted $L$, may be computed as a function of these parameters.

Notice that when the helix is projected onto a two-dimensional space it takes the form of a traveling wave. In fact, G.I. Taylor studied this, the so-called swimming sheet problem, extensively. In the two-dimensional domain, a point on the surface of the swimming sheet has velocity normal to the swimming direction, $-kR \sin(kx - \Omega t)$, and velocity, $U$, along the swimming direction. The swimming speed is determined by necessitating that the hydrodynamic force on the sheet is zero (there is no restriction on the torque in two dimensions). In the limit that the traveling wave has a small amplitude and a large wavelength ($kR \ll 1$), the swimming speed is $kR^2\Omega/2$. As the counter-rotating helices are essentially the three-dimensional analogue of the swimming sheet, we normalize the swimming speed of the helical swimmer by this same factor. We expect that this same scaling yields a universal curve for predicting the swimming speed of the helical swimmer.

Figure 9 depicts the results of Stokesian Dynamics simulations of Taylor’s helical swimmer. A variety of parameter choices are employed in the study, though they all conform to the dimensional hierarchy: $L > 2\pi/k > R > a$, such that these helices approximate the small amplitude, long-wavelength limit. The particular values are given in Table I for which all combinations were tested. A video of one of Taylor’s helical swimmers is available as a part of the supplementary material online.

![FIG. 8. (Color online) Taylor’s helical swimmer is constructed from spherical particles of radius $a$. The top helix has a clockwise orientation (right-handed as depicted) while the bottom helix has a counter-clockwise orientation. The spherical particles are colored in quadrants to aid visualization of the relative orientations.](#)

![FIG. 9. (Color online) The velocities of helical swimmers satisfying the slender-body and long wavelength conditions ($L > 2\pi/k > R > a$) are normalized by the velocity of Taylor’s swimming sheet and plotted as a function of the ratio of swimmer length to helical arc length, denoted $s$. This results in a collapse of the data onto a universal arc length, denoted $s$. This results in a collapse of the data onto a universal curve that the slender-body theory matches in functional form over a wide range of $s$.](#)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$ka$</th>
<th>$R/a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
universal curve. This quantity is the ratio of the length of the swimmer to arc length of the helices and has a well known form in terms of the helix wave number and radius, $1/\sqrt{1 + (kr)^2}$. The collapse of data across such a variety of parameters suggests that this ratio has physical as well as geometric significance. Namely, the drag on a body at low Reynolds number is typically proportional to its largest dimension (in this case, $L$). The propulsive thrust is also proportional to the swimmer’s extent, but depends to first order on the area available for propulsion as well. Therefore, helical swimmers can be expected to behave similarly when the ratio of the length to arc length is comparable. A resistive force theory prediction in the long-wavelength limit suggests that particles remain uniformly distributed over the swimmer’s surface. The result is that there is no relative, tangential velocity among nearby points on the surface. Conversely, the constant volume condition restricts the functional form of $s(\theta, \phi, t)$.

A two-dimensional amoeboid for which conformal mapping techniques allow for analytical solution of the Stokes equations has the shape:

$$s(\theta, \phi, t) = R \left[ (W(t) - Y(t)) \sin \theta - \frac{Z(t)}{\sqrt{2}} \sin 2\theta, \right.$$

$$\left. (W(t) + Y(t)) \cos \theta + \frac{Z(t)}{\sqrt{2}} \cos 2\theta + X(t) \right],$$

(53)

where $R$ sets the length scale for the swimmer, and $W(t), X(t), Y(t),$ and $Z(t)$ are phase space parameters describing the time dependence of the swimming gait. Because the swimmer is two-dimensional, it is characterized by a single parameter $\theta \in [0, 2\pi]$. The condition of constant volume (or area in this case which we choose to fix as $\pi R^2$) specifies $W(t)$ such that

$$W(t)^2 = Y(t)^2 + Z(t)^2 + 1,$$

(54)

while the condition of immobile center of mass constrains $X(t)$. Certain combinations of the phase space variables can result in swimmer shapes for which the contour of the swimmer overlaps itself. Self-interaction may be precluded from the set of all possible swimmers by two conditions

$$W(t) \geq Y(t) \pm \sqrt{2Z(t)},$$

(55)

$$W(t)Y(t) \geq 2Z(t)^2 - W(t)^2.$$  

(56)

With these conditions, we can view the phase space of the amoeboid swimmer in just two dimensions. Figure 10 depicts the phase space in $Y(t)$ and $Z(t)$ as well as paths through that space. In particular, we study the net propulsive speed of this class of amoeboid with phase space variables satisfying $Y(t) = r \cos(\omega t), Z(t) = r \sin(\omega t)$. The frequency of the phase space orbit is denoted $\omega$ while the radius of the orbit is denoted $r$.

This amoeboid may be constructed from $N$ particles, where $N$ and the scale of the swimmer $R$ are related in a complex manner such that exactly $N$ evenly spaced particles line the swimmer’s contour. Since the initial swimmer shape ($t = 0$) is elliptical with major and minor axes $R(\sqrt{1 + r^2} \pm r)$, respectively, the particles are distributed so that:

$$|x^{(z+1)} - x^{(z)}|^2 = d^2$$

(57)

and

$$\left( \frac{x_1^{(z)}}{\sqrt{1 + r^2} + r} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{x_2^{(z)}}{\sqrt{1 + r^2} - r} \right)^2 = R^2.$$  

(58)

We have chosen the inter-particle spacing $d = 2.01$ $a$. A particle $z$ is subject to the swimming gait,

$$U_S^{(z)} = \dot{s}(\theta^{(z)} , t) + u_0^{(z)} \mathbf{t}_0^{(z)},$$

(59)

D. Amoeba-like swimming

Amoebas comprise a class of so-called large deformation swimmers. Unlike that of flagellates for which the variation in tail shape is often small when compared to the extent of the swimmer and ciliates for which the deformation occurs in a small envelope surrounding the swimmer, amoebas undergo deformations on the same scale as the body itself. The same hydrodynamic principles apply, though the analysis of such swimmers is limited by the solvability of the Stokes equations for bodies with a variety of complex geometries. Three key constraints are necessary to adapt Stokesian Dynamics to modeling amoebas: the swimming gait must conserve the volume of the swimmer, the swimming gait must be inextensible and the swimming gait must introduce no variation in the swimmer’s geometric center. The first two are practical restrictions that prevent the particles comprising the surface of the swimmer from colliding. The latter constraint forces the swimming gait to coincide with the definition employed throughout this manuscript.

The shape of the swimmer is defined as a function of time, and points on the swimmer’s surface are denoted $s(\theta, \phi, t)$ where the variables $\theta$ and $\phi$ parameterize the surface. The swimming gait is then

$$\mathbf{u}_s(t) = \dot{s}(\theta, \phi, t) + u_\theta(\theta, \phi, t) \mathbf{t}_\theta + u_\phi(\theta, \phi, t) \mathbf{t}_\phi,$$

(52)

where $\mathbf{t}_\theta$ and $\mathbf{t}_\phi$ are two mutually orthogonal vectors tangent to the surface. The tangential components of the velocity may be chosen freely. We use them to enforce the condition that particles remain uniformly distributed over the swimmer’s surface. The result is that there is no relative, tangential velocity among nearby points on the surface. Any $u_\theta(t)$ and $u_\phi(t)$ that satisfy the condition

$$\left( \frac{x_1^{(z)}}{\sqrt{1 + r^2} + r} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{x_2^{(z)}}{\sqrt{1 + r^2} - r} \right)^2 = R^2.$$  

(58)

We have chosen the inter-particle spacing $d = 2.01$ $a$. A particle $z$ is subject to the swimming gait,

$$U_S^{(z)} = \dot{s}(\theta^{(z)} , t) + u_0^{(z)} \mathbf{t}_0^{(z)},$$

(59)
where \( \theta^{(z)} \) denotes the parametric position of particle \( z \) and \( u^{(z)}_t \) is the velocity of particle \( z \) tangential to the swimmer’s contour. The tangential velocity is determined by restricting the relative tangential motion of all the neighboring particles to a uniform rate \( Q \) such that

\[
(U^{(z+1)}_S - U^{(z)}_S) \cdot \Delta r^{(z+1,z)} = Q, \tag{60}
\]

where \( \Delta r^{(z+1,z)} \) is the unit vector pointing along the line connecting the centers of particles \( z \) and \( z + 1 \). The rate, \( Q \), as well as the tangential components of the velocity field are found by solving Eq. (60) simultaneously for all neighboring particle pairs \( (z = 1 \ldots N) \). This is sufficient to keep the particles from overlapping because of the prescribed stroke and is equivalent to a condition limiting the swimmer’s extensibility.

Figure 11 details the average rate of propulsion \( (U) \) of the amoeba-like swimmer as a function of the size of the phase space orbit. Larger values of \( r \) correspond to more eccentric swimming strokes. The example depicted in Fig. 10 is at the limits of the constrained phase space and a video of this swimmer built from spherical particles is available online as supplementary material.\(^{37}\) It is as eccentric as the prescribed conditions of constant volume and no self-interaction allow. Following the work of Avron \textit{et al.},\(^{30}\) which uses conformal mapping techniques to solve the Stokes equations, we find a simple closed form prediction for the mean speed of the amoeboid subject to the circular path through \([Y(t), Z(t)]\) phase space, viz.

\[
\frac{U}{\Omega R} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_0^{2\pi/Z} \frac{Z(t)}{\sqrt{2W(t)}} \dot{Y}(t) dt = \sqrt{\frac{2}{4} \left( \frac{r^2}{1 + r^2} \right)}. \tag{61}
\]

Indeed, our simulations recover the scaling expected from this two-dimensional analysis with respect to the eccentricity of the stroke. The difference in leading coefficient is attributable to the fact that the simulated swimmer is a monolayer in an otherwise fully three-dimensional fluid domain, while the analytical analysis applies to a strictly two-dimensional swimmer. That fluid may flow above, below, and through our simulated amoeboid certainly affects the propulsive rate, though apparently not its functional dependence on the swimming stroke.

\section*{VIII. EXTENSIONS}

We have detailed the classical formulation for hydrodynamic self-propulsion at low Reynolds number and its direct analogue in the mechanics of particles in low-Reynolds-number flows. Validation of this analogy was demonstrated by the study of several swimming problems: pushers and pullers, spinners, Purcell’s three-link swimmer, and Taylor’s counter rotating helices, while the flexibility of such a method was illustrated with simulations of an amoeboid. These examples
constitute only a fraction of possible constructions. In fact, we have omitted several interesting circumstances for which the Stokesian Dynamics method of swimming is ideally suited. The preceding discussion often took for granted that the Stokesian Dynamics formulation for swimming is not restricted to the kinematics of a single body. Rather, the number of self-propelled bodies is arbitrary and requires no change in the method as depicted.

Throughout we have studied swimmers with prescribed swimming kinematics. In particular, the rate of deformation of the swimming body is fixed via the swimming gait \( U_S(t) \). Alternatively, the rate at which the body dissipates energy, \( \dot{E}(t) \), may be held constant such that the body swims with constant power. The rate of energy dissipation is quadratic in \( E \),

\[
\dot{E}(t) \sim U_S(t) \cdot U_S(t),
\]

while the swimming speed itself, \( \dot{U} \), is proportional to the swimming gait. Thus, the constant power swimming speed, \( \dot{U} \), is

\[
\dot{U} = \frac{\dot{U}}{\sqrt{\dot{E}(t)}} = -\left(\Sigma \cdot R_{iF} \cdot \Sigma^T\right)^{-1} \cdot \Sigma \cdot R_{iF} \cdot U_S(t) \frac{U_S(t)}{\sqrt{\dot{E}(t)}},
\]

and the ratio \( U_S(t)/\sqrt{\dot{E}(t)} \) is the effective swimming gait. Obviously, the average speed of such swimmers is different from those propelled by fixed rate of deformation as the effective swimming rate now has a complicated dependence on time and the configuration of the assemblage of particles via \( \dot{E}(t) \). However, nothing in the Stokesian Dynamics method precludes the study of such constant power bodies.

Similarly, rather than fixing the kinematics, it is possible to control the swimming stroke dynamically through knowledge of the local stress state of the swimmer. It has been observed that cooperative beating of flagella requires some degree of kinematic response.\(^6\) In this case it is the internal stresses of the flagellum that dictate how it will move next. Again, these stresses are known in the context of Stokesian Dynamics simulations as the stresslets on each of the particles. We foresee at least two ways in which reactive kinematics may be implemented. First, a particular stress state may be specified and then the driving swimming gait computed. This requires the inversion of \( R_{SE} \) to determine \( U_S(t) \) and is analogous to the constant power kinematics just described. Here, however, the rate of dissipation due to each particle is fixed rather than the rate of dissipation for the whole swimmer. Second, a control scheme may be implemented such that the swimming gait at time \( t \) depends in some fashion on the internal stresses at past times. Just as Stokesian Dynamics makes it possible to detail the dynamics of particles without explicitly solving the fluid velocity field everywhere in space, it also facilitates the computation of a swimmer’s internal stresses without requiring specification or solution of a model for the body’s internal mechanics.

In lieu of a specified relationship between the internal stress state of the swimmer and the swimming gait, a swimmer may be fashioned as a set of rigid bodies and springs and articulated by changing the rest length of the springs. We illustrate a flexible oar-type swimmer in Fig. 12.

Here, a set of rigid dumb-bells constructed from pairs of spherical particles (see Sec. V) is arranged linearly (normal to the dumb-bell axis) and neighboring pairs of spheres connected with linear springs. On the left side of the swimmer, the springs have rest length \( L_1(t) \) and on the right side the springs have rest length \( L_2(t) \). By varying the rest lengths in time (these constituting the minimum two degrees of freedom required for net propulsion at low Reynolds number),\(^23\) the arrangement of dumb-bells can be made to arch flexibly to and fro. It swims in a snake-like manner. The forces the springs exert on the beads take the form of inter-particle forces which we have denoted \( F \) throughout the article. Since the inter-particle forces are mutual (Newton’s first law), they exert no net force on the swimmer just as the constraining forces. In this way, the swimming gait emerges through active manipulation of the internal stresses of the swimmer.

We perform a sample calculation for the swimmer in Fig. 12 subject to a traveling wave articulation. That is, the rest lengths of the springs \( [L_1(t), L_2(t)] \) switch from \( (2a, 3a) \) to \( (3a, 2a) \), one after another down the length of the swimmer. The time between the switching of one spring and the next is \( \omega^{-1} \), and the intra-dumb-bell spacing is 2.01 \( a \). Figure 13 shows an inverse relationship between switching frequency and swimmer speed. Here, however, the swimming is as a result of imposing the internal stresses and no implicit or explicit swimming gait is needed.

To be sure, the choice of model for these stresses has some impact on the resulting swimming motion because, in addition to controlling the rate at which the swimmer changes shape, these stresses control what shapes the swimmer can take throughout the gait. But note that the body shape is
The swimming speed of a flexible oar is decays with increasing frequency of articulation. The swimming results from a traveling wave-type articulation of the spring rest lengths forming the connection among the swimmer’s constituent dumb-bells. The spring constant is denoted $k$ and serves as a factor for normalization.

Note too that there is no restriction on the identity of the rigid bodies employed in this formulation. As such, it is possible to generate a system with a single swimmer surrounded by many singleton particles which could be Brownian. This is an ideal model for swimming in non-Newtonian fluids. Recently research efforts have focused on just this by treating the non-Newtonian fluid as a continuum. As the Brownian time scale is proportional to the cube of the size of the diffusing object, this same limit is achieved by swimmers perhaps as little as three times larger than the surrounding particles. However, this method is hardly restricted to the continuum limit and systems in which the swimmer is the same size as (or smaller than) the passive particles may be modeled too. To incorporate Brownian motion, the Brownian forces on the particles and swimmer must be determined in terms of the constrained resistance tensor $\Sigma \cdot R_{FU} \cdot \Sigma'$ rather than the resistance tensor itself. The instantaneous mean square Brownian force, $\mathbf{F}^B$, on the particles and swimmer is

$$\Sigma \cdot \mathbf{F}^B \cdot \Sigma' = 2kT\Sigma \cdot R_{FU} \cdot \Sigma',$$  

where $kT$ is the thermal energy. It may not always be possible to determine the resistance tensor in a form amenable for such computations. In such a case, a Langrange multiplier approach may be employed instead.

Finally, we have made available as supplemental material to this article, an open source version of our Stokesian Dynamics code designed to model a single hydrodynamically self-propelled body. Both the implicit and explicit swimming gaits may be modeled with this code. Note though, the force/velocity moments are computed up to the couplet/gradient (dipole) levels. As such, simulation of spherical quadrupolar squirmers requires additional code for computing all the quadrupolar elements of the force and velocity moments in the context of the Stokesian Dynamics method. The relevant hydrodynamic functions are known, however. Alternatively, one could construct a “sphere-of-spheres” with the appropriate implicit gait on the constituent spheres. There are natural examples of such spherical

FIG. 13. (Color online) The swimming speed of a flexible oar is decays with increasing frequency of articulation. The swimming results from a traveling wave-type articulation of the spring rest lengths forming the connection among the swimmer’s constituent dumb-bells. The spring constant is denoted $k$ and serves as a factor for normalization.

The resistance tensors encompass the entire dependence of the propulsive speed on the swimmer geometry (i.e., the relative positions of the particles comprising a swimmer). This statement is even more general as the resistance tensor also encompasses the hydrodynamic interactions among the particles and any confining geometry. Therefore, the same methodology may be applied to model swimmers near macroscopic surfaces such as a solid wall, a fluid-fluid interface, the inside of channels or tubes, etc. without modification. To do so, however, the “correct” resistance tensors are needed. For instance, Stokesian Dynamics has been used to construct the resistance tensors for particles near a single wall or in a channel, and these can be employed directly in the formulation here. Extensions to more exotic cases require some detailed analysis regarding the hydrodynamics of a single particle in that specific geometry. Though in principle, there are no restrictions on the present formulation of the swimming problem.

Of course active suspensions—that is, suspensions of self-propelled bodies—may be modeled through exactly the same means. As is common in computational simulations, a suspension of particles or swimmers, must be treated as a system of periodically replicated unit cells filled with fluid and swimmers. By analogy with swimming in confined geometries, the periodic boundary condition on the each edge of the simulation cell may be regarded as that due to a macroscopic boundary. In principle it is no different from the no-slip condition on a rigid, impenetrable wall. As such, no modification to the formulation of the swimming problem using rigid assemblies of particles is needed. Rather, the appropriate resistance tensor for a periodic system, something which is well known, must be employed.

Our method for simulating swimmers allows for the choice of modeling the swimming kinematics either implicitly or explicitly [Eqs. (39) and (41), respectively]. The former allows for facile modeling of the long range hydrodynamic interactions among swimmers. This neglects the details of the propulsive mechanism and therefore the precise near-field interactions. The latter, on the other hand, captures both of these effects at the cost of requiring more particles to model the same number of swimmers. Active suspensions may be modeled at many different levels in this fashion. It may even be possible to implement a multi-level modeling scheme which allows for inclusion of the near-field details with implicit kinematics by performing parallel computations on swimmers with explicit kinematics.
colonies such as Volvox barberi and Volvox carteri.\textsuperscript{36} Determination of these higher order moments or the appropriate sphere-of-spheres implicit gait is left to the motivated reader. The code is free to use or adapt, though acknowledgement of the copyright holders must be made and this manuscript cited in any published work. It is hoped that by using this code the burden of the hydrodynamics of low-Reynolds-number swimming may be removed and more attention and energy given to the important biophysical questions of swimming microorganisms. The code may also prove useful in the design of artificial swimmers both \textit{de novo} and \textit{de natura}.
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APPENDIX A: ITERATIVE SOLUTION FOR THE HYDRODYNAMIC FORCE, TORQUE, AND STRESSLET

It is frequently the case that the system of particles under consideration is large such that $O(N^3)$ calculations requires a prohibitive amount of computational time. Another formulation of the Stokesian Dynamics procedure avoids the explicit inversion of the mobility and resistance tensors. Instead, the iterative inversion of these quantities is employed reducing the computational scaling to $O(N^2)$ or faster. Additional physical insight may be drawn from this approach, so it is useful to depict it in detail. For these purposes, one additional notation change is needed. The quantity $R^2B^2$ is denoted $R^{ff}$ such that the resistance tensors contained therein are denoted $R^{ff}_{FU}$ for example. The superscript $nf$ stands for “near-field” as the exact near-field hydrodynamic interactions are embedded in this quantity. Note, we have again chosen to truncate the far-field mobility at the stresslet level.

Consider that the hydrodynamic forces on particles in low-Reynolds-number flows (though this may be true in finite-Reynolds-number flows as well) are a superposition of those arising from lubrication (denoted $F^{ff}$ as they come from fluid mediated interactions among nearly touching particles) and those arising from the many-bodied hydrodynamic interactions (denoted $F^{nf}$). Without loss of generality, the far-field forces may be written as

$$F^{ff} = -R^{ff}_{FU} \cdot U - R^{ff}_{FE} \cdot E.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A1)

Then Newton’s second law in the absence of inertia [Eq. (25)] becomes

$$0 = -R^{nf}_{FU} \cdot U + F^{nf} - R^{nf}_{FE} : E + F^p,$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2)

where the far-field forces are defined self-consistently by solution of

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
U \\
E
\end{pmatrix}
= -\mathcal{M}^{nf} \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
F^{nf} \\
S^{nf}
\end{pmatrix},
$$  \hspace{1cm} (A3)

where $S^{nf}$ is the far-field contribution to the hydrodynamic stresslet. With a few algebraic manipulations, this system of equations can be solved for the far-field hydrodynamic force and the particle velocities as

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
F^{ff} \\
S^{ff}
\end{pmatrix} = \mathcal{M}^{nf} + \begin{pmatrix}
(R^{nf}_{FU})^{-1} & 0 \\
0 & 0
\end{pmatrix} - \lambda \mathcal{M}^{nf} \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
(R^{nf}_{FU})^{-1} & 0 \\
0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}^{-1}
\begin{pmatrix}
\lambda \mathcal{M}^{nf} \cdot (R^{nf}_{FU})^{-1} \cdot (F^{ff} - R^{nf}_{FE} : E) \\
0
\end{pmatrix},
$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4)

and

$$U = (R^{nf}_{FU})^{-1} \cdot (F^{ff} - R^{nf}_{FE} : E + F^p),$$  \hspace{1cm} (A5)

where $\lambda$ is an arbitrary coefficient, $R^{nf}_{FU} = R^{nf}_{FU} + \lambda I$, $I$ is the idem tensor, and $F^{ff} = F^{ff} + \lambda U$. Since $R^{nf}_{FU}$ by itself is not always invertible, an additional diagonal tensor is added to make it positive definite. A value of $6\pi\eta a$ for $\lambda$ will always suffice to make $R^{nf}_{FU}$ invertible and naturally recovers the exact solution for the sedimentation rate of a single particle with radius $a$.

Notice, that the near-field hydrodynamic interactions dominate the hydrodynamic force. In fact, Eq. (A5) may be interpreted as the definition of the particles’ rigid body motion in terms of the near-field contributions to the resistance tensor only. The far-field hydrodynamic force simply assumes whatever value is self-consistent with that rigid body motion. The condition of self-consistency is given by Eq. (A3). It can be demonstrated with little effort that this prescription is \textit{identical} to the list of approximations, inversions, and the final summation previously described. The difference, however, is that the far-field mobility tensor (typically a dense algebraic structure) is never inverted explicitly. Rather, the sum of the far-field mobility and the inverse of $R^{nf}_{FU}$ (a sparse matrix) are inverted in the computation of the far-field hydrodynamic forces. This distinction is important because the iterative inversion of $R^{nf}_{FU}$ may be
accomplished with $O(N)$ computations. The far-field forces may also be computed iteratively with only the product of the bracketed and inverted tensor in Eq. (A4) and an arbitrary vector being required. Consequently, the product of $\mathcal{M}^{\infty}$ and an arbitrary vector are needed. The explicit calculation of $\mathcal{M}^{\infty}$ itself requires at most $O(N^2)$ computations; therefore, this approach to Stokesian Dynamics requires at most $O(N^2)$ computations in calculating the hydrodynamic forces on and the velocities of $N$ particles. The computational scaling depends on how quickly the product of $\mathcal{M}^{\infty}$ and a vector can be formulated. Schemes such as Accelerated Stokesian Dynamics use the fast Fourier transformation to accomplish this in $O(N \log N)$ calculations.\(^{18}\) Though this only applies to infinite and periodic suspensions and not to finite collections of particles. In principle, the fast multipole method can be employed to compute the product of $\mathcal{M}^{\infty}$ and any vector in $O(N)$ computations regardless of whether the system consists of a finite number of particles or is a suspension.

APPENDIX B: ITERATIVE SOLUTION FOR THE CONSTRAINED HYDRODYNAMIC FORCE, TORQUE, AND STRESSLET

Following the previous appendix, the far-field forces on the particles comprising rigid assemblies and velocities of the rigid assemblies themselves are defined as the solution to,

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 - \lambda\mathcal{M}^{\infty} & 0 \\
0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma \cdot \tilde{\mathbf{R}}_{FU}^\dagger \cdot \Sigma^T \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
= -\begin{bmatrix}
\mathcal{M}^{\infty} \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 \\
0 & -\lambda\mathcal{M}^{\infty}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma^T \cdot \left(\Sigma \cdot \tilde{\mathbf{R}}_{FU}^\dagger \cdot \Sigma^T\right)^{-1} \Sigma & 0 \\
0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{\mathbf{F}}_{FF}^H \\
\mathbf{S}_{FF}^H
\end{bmatrix},
\]

and

\[
\mathbf{U} = \begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma \cdot \tilde{\mathbf{R}}_{FU}^\dagger \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma^T \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma \cdot \tilde{\mathbf{R}}_{FU}^\dagger \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma^T \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\Sigma^T \cdot \left(\Sigma \cdot \tilde{\mathbf{R}}_{FU}^\dagger \cdot \Sigma^T\right)^{-1} \Sigma & 0 \\
0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{\mathbf{F}}_{FF}^H \\
\mathbf{S}_{FF}^H
\end{bmatrix},
\]

respectively. The definitions of $\tilde{\mathbf{R}}_{FU}^\dagger$ and $\tilde{\mathbf{F}}_{FF}^H$ remain the same. One more brief note regarding computation is necessary here. As $\Sigma$ is block diagonal, it is also sparse. Therefore, sparse matrix methods may be applied to it. In particular, the quantity $\Sigma \cdot \tilde{\mathbf{R}}_{FU}^\dagger \cdot \Sigma^T$ is sparse and may be computed using $O(N)$ operations. Therefore, as in Stokesian Dynamics for unconstrained particles, the bottleneck for the algorithm is the determination and inversion of the far-field mobility. Using this iterative prescription for the hydrodynamics of rigid bodies results in the same computational scaling, where there are no constraints at all [i.e., if the algorithm for free particles was $O(N \log N)$ as with Accelerated Stokesian Dynamics, the algorithm for constrained particles is also $O(N \log N)$].

In fact, because the “effective” near-field resistance, $\Sigma \cdot \tilde{\mathbf{R}}_{FU}^\dagger \cdot \Sigma^T$, for the rigid assemblies is smaller in dimension than that for the particles themselves, $\mathbf{R}_{FU}$; the computation of the particle velocities and hydrodynamic forces is faster when the particles are constrained. This is in contrast to the experience of Meng and Higdon\(^{33}\) who solved simultaneously for the far-field forces and rigid body velocities and found that the number of iterations required for inversion was on the order of hundreds for even a modest number of particles comprising the system. In the approach just described, we solve for the far-field forces first and then compute the rigid body velocities. The number of iterations required to solve Eq. (B1) is typically no more than 10 to 15 even when thousands of particles are employed. Similarly, the quantity $\Sigma \cdot \tilde{\mathbf{R}}_{FU}^\dagger \cdot \Sigma^T$ can be inverted iteratively through the use of the incomplete Cholesky preconditioner in only five to ten iterations given a similar number of particles. The numbers of iterations correspond to a typical relative error tolerance of $10^{-4}$.

37. See supplementary material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3594790 for Stokesian Dynamics source code for use in modeling a single low-Reynolds-number swimmer, and movies corresponding to simulations of the helical, three-link, and amoeboid swimmers.